
Email is the number one threat vector for cyberattacks and increasingly 
sophisticated attacks are emerging constantly. To keep your critical  
business email safe, you need more than good enough email security. 

Get the same industry-leading technology that protects 
40 percent of Fortune 1000 companies from email  
threats with Cisco Cloud Email Security for Office 365.

Market leadership
 ■ Gartner Magic Quadrant market leader for secure email gateways for the past 10 years
 ■ Highest catch rate as tested by Opus One with the fewest false positives (less than 1 in a million)
 ■ Outbreak filters that detect new viruses in real time and remediate phishing attacks
 ■ Graymail management and safe unsubscribe to safely control social media, bulk and marketing email
 ■ Cisco has delivered key email security innovations such as Sender Reputation, Advanced Malware Protection and URL controls to provide
cutting-edge technology to protect our customers from constantly emerging threats

Exceptional security intelligence

Intelligence is key to providing visibility and predictive capabilities. Cisco Talos represents the industry’s largest collection of real-time threat
intelligence from the broadest product portfolio. Talos scans and analyzes:

 ■ 600 billion emails per day
 ■ 16 billion web requests per day
 ■ 1.5 million malware samples per day

Talos automatically updates customers’ anti-spam, anti-virus and Outbreak Filter engines giving you dynamic protection against 
zero-day threats.

Advanced Malware Protection (AMP)

You get the visibility and control you need to detect, contain, and remediate ransomware and other malware. Cisco AMP does this by 
providing:

 ■ Threat intelligence and malware analysis to strengthen defenses
 ■ Point-in-time protection in the form of file signatures, file reputation, and sandboxing to block known and emerging threats in real time
 ■ Continuous analysis and retrospective security to detect malware that manages to evade initial inspection

Guaranteed reliability
 ■ Availability guarantee of 99.999 percent uptime
 ■ Capacity assurance to protect users and maintain peak performance regardless if spam volumes increase
 ■ Dedicated cloud infrastructure in multiple resilient Cisco data centers provide the highest levels of service availability

Effective outbound message protection
 ■ Cisco offers exceptional controls for data loss prevention and highly secure messaging
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Is your Office 365 email secure?
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Cisco has been protecting Exchange servers for 10 years. Protect yourself against sophisticated attacks in the cloud with our 
industry-leading solution.
To learn more please visit: Cisco.com/go/cloudemail or contact your Cisco account manager.

http://Cisco.com/go/cloudemail


Learn more

At Insight, we’ll help you solve challenges and improve

performance with Intelligent Technology SolutionsTM.

Work smarter.

http://www.insight.com/en_US/buy/partner/cisco/architecture/security.html



